Vancouver Island Visitor Centre, (VIVC)
Comox Valley
Annual Report – 2015
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Introduction
The Vancouver Island Visitor Centre (VIVC) continues to experience steady growth. True visitor party
numbers have continued to grow over 2014 figures, by 6%. Visitation at the Centre compares positively
to visitation throughout the Region. On July 18th the VIVC welcome the 100, 000th visitor and the total
number of visitors that visited in 2015 was 27,644 and this is a 12% increase over last year. True visitor
parties into the building continue to rise. This year proved to show an impressive increase of 10%.
Europeans represent the third highest Visitor Origin to visit the centre. Facility rentals and consignment
sales also saw increases. Trip Advisor reviews continue to show a high level of guest satisfaction.

Visitor Statistics
Visitor parties are defined as any group travelling together regardless of the number of people, while
visitor numbers are the total number of individuals who came into the Centre. True visitor parties are
what would be considered as “tourists” – visitor parties from outside of the Comox Valley area.
The following chart shows a comparison of statistics between 2015 and 2014:
Statistics
Total Visitor Parties
Local Parties
True Visitor Parties
Visitor Numbers
Number of Buses

2015
17,070
3,440
13,630
27,644
30

2014
16,088
3,769
12,319
27,312
32

% Change
6%
-9%
10%
12%
-6%

The following chart shows the changes in visitor parties, visitor numbers and buses for the Vancouver
Island Visitor Centre compared to all visitor centres in the Vancouver Island Tourism Region:
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The following chart shows BC residents represent the slightly higher number of visitors 37%. It also shows
strong support for the Visitor Centre and the Comox Valley. This is in line with the increase of BC residents
vacationing within the province. The next highest percentages of visitors are those from the local Comox
Valley Region (34%). This holds true that many local residents bring out-of-town guests to get information
for their stay or just to browse the grounds and exhibition gallery. It is very interesting to point out that
Europe is the 3rd highest Visitor Origin into the centre (8%). The breakdown of visitors by origin shown in
the graph below:
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2015 Visitor Origin
2%
3% 2%

1%

0%
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BC - 3,743
Local Resident - 3,440

7%
37%

Europe - 837
Other Canada - 678
Alberta - 630

8%

Other US/Mexico - 243
Asia/Australia 207
Washington - 162
California - 71
Other - 40
34%

Although the number of local parties declined in 2014, visitation from true visitors has increased
substantially which allows the staff at the VIVC to encourage longer stays and promote the bookable
products available to visitors through the centre. The following chart shows the increase in true visitor
numbers from 2014 to 2015:
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Other information about the parties who visited the Centre is shown in the charts below:
The following chart shows the number of nights spent in the local community by visitor party. It is typical
in visitor centres across BC that the largest group (58% provincially,) are same day visitors. These are
visitors who are passing through the area and have not spent a night locally. As with all visitors,
counsellors work diligently to create a positive first impression and encourage longer stays and repeat
visits.
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2015 Nights in The Comox Valley
4%

4% 4%
Same Day - 3,192
4-6 nights - 580

9%

1 night - 565
2 nights - 493

10%
58%

3 nights - 243
14+ nights - 219

11%

7-13 nights - 201

The following chart shows information requested by visitor party in 2015. It should be noted that most
parties request more than one type of information, so although site facilities is the highest category, it is
likely that after these visitors located and used the facility required, they also asked questions from other
categories. When washroom facilities are not taken into account, the highest category of information
requested is Maps and Directions, despite the prevalence of hand held devices.

2%
3%

2015 Information Requested
1%

2%

Site Facilities (e.g. Washrooms) - 15,372

0%

Maps / Directions - 4,488

3%

3%

Adventure Recreation - 2,035
Parks - 1,906

4%

Accommodation - 1,770
Attractions / Tours - 1,493

5%

46%

5%

Food / Beverage - 1,162
Transportation - 1,062
Other - 963

6%

Events / Conferences - 884
Community Services - 766

6%

Shopping - 632

14%

Investment/Moving - 417
First Nations - 161

Of the three major communities in the Comox Valley, Courtenay is the most inquired municipality.
2014
Courtenay
Cumberland
Comox

1373
1202
1100

2015
Courtenay
Cumberland
Comox

1656
1497
1452
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Accommodation Revenues
The decline in accommodation revenues is consistent with what is happening at visitor centres throughout
the Province. The trend is for visitors to make their own reservations on their cell phones and tablets
using sites such as bookings.com. Although the travellers who use the Visitor Centre booking system really
appreciate it, fewer visitors require this service. For the coming year an online booking system is being
sourced to enable direct online bookings of tours, activities, packages and event tickets.
The following chart shows a breakdown of reservations by Tourism Region:

2015 Accomodation Revenue by Region
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The following chart shows the percentage of Vancouver Island reservations made by the Centre in the
Comox Valley compared to those made in other Vancouver Island locations.

Accomodation Revenue
from Comox Valley vs. Other Island Locations
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Activity and Event Booking Revenues
Although activity, festival and event bookings sales experienced a decline due to contract turnovers, as
well as a trend province wide, that travellers were not booking in advance with visitor centres, but instead
were booking direct with suppliers due to droughts and forest fires. The following chart shows the local
bookings by operator:

2015 Activity and Event Booking Revenues
by Supplier/Event
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Campbell River Whale Watching

3%

CVEDS - BC Shellfish & Seafood Fest
Discover Marine Safaris

5%

Eagle Eye Adventures
41%

7%

Mount Washington Lift Tickets
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Orca Spirit Adventures
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28%

Comox Harbour Charters
CVEDS - WinterBites
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The following chart shows the activities and events on Vancouver Island currently bookable by the
Vancouver Island Visitor Centre:
Aboriginal Journeys
BC Salmon Farmer's Assoc-Salmon Farm Tours
Campbell River Whale Watching
Comox Valley Kayaks and Canoes
Discovery Marine Safaris
Eagle Eye Adventures
Fanny Bay Oysters
BC Shellfish and Seafood Festival
Farm Cycle Tour

Filberg Festival
Island Joy Rides
Pacific Coach
Prince of Whales Whale Watching
Royal BC Museum
Tide Rip Grizzly Adventures
Vantoptours - Vancouver and Victoria
Victoria Butterfly Gardens
Victoria IMAX
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Summary
The statistics and revenues show that the Vancouver Island Visitor Centre continues to fulfill its role of
enhancing the economic activity through tourism to the area by promoting longer stays and return visits
to prospective visitors and those who have come into the Centre.
The year ahead will see a launch of the enhanced Visitor Services Marketing Opportunities Program, with
product specific themed visitor intercept brochures presenting bookable products & tours including Dine
and Drink, Arts/Culture & Heritage, Marine Adventures and more, complemented by a reformatted official
Comox Valley Vacation Guide. This initiative and focus will bring more individuals through the door to
drive increased product bookings across numerous sectors of the tourism industry.
2016 will also see the integration of a streamlined online booking system. This system will allow customers
to see the scope of bookable products available through the Centre and enable conversion of bookings
prior to guests travel to the region.
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Trip Advisor Reviews
A sample of comments from the VIVC Trip Advisor page shows that that the Centre is surpassing visitor
expectations and leaving them with a memorable impression of their time spent at the VIVC:
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